
 

Through iShare, a collaborative online application, indigenous 

peoples will gain remote access to museum collections, 

document intangible aspects of their culture for tribal use, and 

can disseminate information about their cultural heritage to 

each other and to a broader public. Online visitors will be able to 

explore stories, oral histories, material culture, and audiovisual 

materials that illustrate indigeneity as it is experienced and 

practiced in the East and in the West by the Navajo Nation in the 

United States and the Paiwan people of Taiwan. The project will 

provide opportunities for networking among distant indigenous 

peoples, for expanding on collaborations between Native 

communities and local museums that care for tribal objects, and 

for sharing traditional knowledge with a wider public. 

iShare: Connecting Museums and 
Communities East and West 
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We hope that you feel 

welcome here and notice 

many similarities between 

Navajo people, Taiwanese, 

and Paiwanese people. 

That's the whole main point 

of this project.  

 

  - Manuelito Wheeler 

welcoming the iShare 

partners to the Navajo 

Nation Museum 
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February 24-25, 2011: NTM-Paiwan Workshops 

Yi-Ching Yang, Chen-Yu Wei, Anson Lin, Chao-Ling Kuo, and Fu-

Mei Lin from the National Taiwan Museum created a two-day 

workshop to teach members of the Paiwan community about 

digitizing their collection and developing audiovisual materials 

created by the community.  They later followed up with a 

meeting to show participants how to upload materials to iShare. 

 

March 7-14, 2011: NTM and Paiwan liaisons visit the U.S.  

NTM liaisons Chao-Ling Kuo and Fu-Mei Lin traveled to the U.S. 

with Paiwan liaison Hsiu Lin Kao. American partners that traveled 

with them throughout the duration of the visit included Jen 

Shannon, Jim Hakala, and Kendall Tallmadge from the CUMNH, 

and Clarenda Begay and Rena Martin from the Navajo Nation. 

Also accompanying the MCCA partners on the trip for the first 

time were Tom Brett and Max Anderson, two University of 

Colorado undergraduate students serving as Mandarin Chinese 

translators. Canadian IT consultants, Nicholas Jacobsen and 

Ryan Wallace, joined us for the technical meetings held at the 

beginning of the week. 

 

 

Travel Summary 

 

 Staff from the National Taiwan Museum held a workshop on 

February 24th and 25th for the Paiwan community to educate 

members on digitization and using the iShare web 

application. 

 The second international trip occurred in the U.S. from March 

7 to March 14, 2011. 

 IT consultants continue to adjust the iShare web application 

according to the needs of its users. 

 CUMNH and Navajo Nation Museum are developing plans to 

hold their own workshop for Navajo community members to 

learn about digitization and using iShare; the workshop is 

scheduled for May 9 to May 13, 2011. 

 Plans for coordinating the third international trip are 

underway; it is tentatively scheduled for June 6-13. 

Summary of Project Activities 

 

Some Traditional 

Navajo Foods We 

Sampled: 

 

Łee’shibeezh doo dibé 

yazhí bitsį’ ‘atoo’ 

(Steamed corn and 

lamb stew) 

 

Naadąą’ dootł’izhí 

abe’e neezmasí  

(Blue corn bread)  

 

’Alkąąd 

(Navajo puberty cake) 

 

 

Paiwan workshop participants with staff from 

the National Taiwan Museum. Photo by NTM. 

Introductory U.S. meeting to welcome new 

partners Rena Martin, Hsiu Lin Kao, Tom Brett, 

and Max Anderson to the project. 

 Photo by Jen Shannon 
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iShare Web Application: Updates 

During our IT meeting at the CUMNH, IT consultants Nicholas Jakobsen and Ryan Wallace facilitated a 

discussion about participants’ goals and suggested changes to the web application.  New features 

include a simple text search box on the main page and a more structured upload form, as shown below.  

Additional planned changes include a separate menu item in the menu bar in iShare for ―international 

trips,‖ where participants can post photographs and stories from the international visits. Until that feature 

is developed, Fu-Mei has created an FTP website where we are all posting our photographs to share.   

Additional features added are the ability to see text in its original language when it has been translated 

by clicking on a small icon that appears near translated text – the iShare partners’ solution to translation 

concerns expressed in the IT meeting at CUMNH. And the IT consultants added the ability to notify all or 

some users of iShare by email when creating a discussion thread or adding a comment. This eliminates 

the need for partners to post on iShare and then tell people about it using Basecamp or email. 

 

 

 

One of the central tenets of 

this project is that you cannot 

build an online partnership 

without first establishing an 

in-person one...  

 

Connecting East and West 

surely continues to be a 

learning process for all of us—

learning not just about the 

Paiwan and the Navajo, but 

also how best to work 

together and how to 

incorporate technology as a 

productive means, but not 

an end for our work together; 

the ultimate goal remains to 

build a foundation of ethical, 

lasting and reciprocal 

relationships. 

 

 - Excerpts from SfAA paper 
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iShare Web Application: Collaborative Learning 

Below is a sample entry in the iShare web application.  It represents the goals of the web application 

portion of this collaborative project well.  The Navajo Nation was provided a complete list of Navajo 

objects in the CUMNH collection and asked to provide a list of priority items to digitize.  The sash below 

was requested as part of a list of items of interest by the Navajo Nation Museum staff; using their new 

digitization lab, Jen and a graduate student digitized the collection item and then uploaded to iShare 

the images and catalogue data available from the CUMNH; Jen then, through the comments feature 

under the image, asked Clarenda to provide additional information about the item; Clarenda 

responded by posting the known use for this kind of weaving.  Each photograph on iShare can be 

selected to view a larger image. 
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iShare Web Application: Collaborative Learning 

Below is another sample entry in the iShare web application.  It is a Paiwan item from the National Taiwan 

Museum collection, photographed and uploaded by NTM staff.  It is in traditional Mandarin characters, a 

written language more accessible to the Paiwan.  An English translated version is also available for US 

partners to view.  All items in iShare are available, and searchable, in both languages. 
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  iShare Web Application:  
Access to Tangible and Intangible Culture 

Included in the iShare web application are not only museum collection objects, but also audio 

recordings of songs, visual recordings of cultural practices, Native contemporary art and historical 

photographs. Soon the Laiyi workshop materials will be posted as well. 

    
 

   

   

 

Video,  

Posted by 

National Taiwan 
Museum 

Historic Photo,  

Posted by 

National Taiwan 
Museum 

Contemporary Art, 

Posted by Navajo 
Nation Museum 

 

Resource Persons for 

iShare Christie Cain and 

Mariko Kageyama, 

collections managers at 

CUMNH, attended the 

ALI-ABA Legal Issues in 

Museum Administration 

seminar in Washington 

D.C. in March, 2011.  

 

Several of the sessions 

discussed laws and ethics 

on such topics as 

museum content 

distribution, ethical use of 

social media, copyright, 

policy on digitization 

project, etc.  

 

Christie and Mariko will 

be providing guidance 

on that aspect of the 

iShare project in the 

future. 
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A Foundation to Online Partnership: In-Person Meetings 
Building memories and Facilitating informal discussions 

The first international trip was a more formal affair that included reviewing the overall structure and goals 

of the iShare project, seeing the National Taiwan Museum and Paiwan Cultural Centers, getting a 

preliminary understanding of the Taipei and Laiyi locations and peoples, and introducing the iShare 

liaisons.  The second and third international trips are more focused on learning about the Navajo and the 

Paiwan communities from their perspectives, facilitating informal interactions and conversations, and 

working more specifically on the details of the iShare web application, public website, and teaching kits. 

The photographs below are from our most recent trip.  With the addition of translators, increased 

conversation and communication occurred directly between our Navajo and Paiwan partners, a major 

goal for this visit.   

 

 

 

Clarenda explaining the use, meaning, and reasons she 

selected these items to be included on iShare.  

 

 

 

Tour on the history of microbrews in Boulder and 

a taste at Twisted Pine Brewery.  

 

Stopping at Wolf Creek Pass for a little fun in the snow 

on the way from Boulder to the Navajo Nation. 

 

Taking every opportunity to learn: Clarenda 

explaining in a shop where natural dyes for 

textiles come from. 
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On the road in the Navajo Nation Museum van, where – along with our many meals together—  

a lot of the conversations happened… sharing our hopes for the project and our knowledge 

about culture, education, history,  the landscape, foods, family, etc.  

 

 
 

At our visit to the Four Corners Monument, 

everyone took a moment to ham it up for the 

cameras.  Here Fu-Mei surprises herself and does 

the splits!  During this trip, the US partners 

definitely began to mirror the Taiwan partners’ 

love for taking photographs and creating fun 

pictures...  

 

 

 
 
Entering Navajo Nation – Tom, Max and Jim do 

the classic jumping shot, learned from the 

Taiwan partners.  Referring to the buckshot on 

the sign, Rena jokes, ―Probably the Utes!‖ (a 

nearby tribe).  
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Visiting with Roy Kady at his sheep camp. 

 

 
 
Roy Kady demonstrating weaving. 

 
 
Another learning opportunity when visiting the Toh-

Atin art gallery, run by Jackson Clark.  Clarenda & 

Hsiu-Lin talk about weaving with Max’s help.  

 

 

Hsiu-Lin and Chao-Ling looking very happy 

after a successful visit to Walmart.  Every bag 

was filled with candy!  The most stickiest, 

sweetest, and, as Chao-Ling put it, ―worst for 

you‖ kind of treats we could find.  These 

were considered great items to bring home 

to Taiwan. 
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  Sharing our Experience with Others 

Project partners endeavor to share the design and experience of this collaborative project—the project 

structure, challenges and rewards—with a wider audience.  We will do this in part through an attention to 

process in the public website, but we also communicate this experience in other ways, as well.   

The photographs in the above section were incorporated into a class presentation for Jen’s 

undergraduate/graduate “Introduction to Museum Anthropology‖ class.  Along with the media in Taiwan 

and the Navajo Nation about the iShare project (see Communications section below), Jen’s presentation 

and discussion about iShare in her university class and for the University of Colorado Anthropology Club’s 

most recent meeting, Kendall and Jen co-authored and presented a paper about the project at the 

Society for Applied Anthropology meetings in Seattle on April 1.  

 

 

 
 

Kendall, featured here on the SfAA website, 

received the 2011 Del Jones student travel 

award from the SfAA to attend the meetings in 

Seattle and present a paper about iShare. 

 

 

Session Title:  Negotiating Precarious Territories: 

Decolonization as Ethnographic Practice 

 

Paper Title: “Connecting Museums and Source Communities: 

Using anthropological methods to promote indigenous 

voices” 

 

Abstract: The University of Colorado Museum of Natural 

History and the National Taiwan Museum in collaboration 

with the Paiwan tribes and Navajo Nation created iShare: 

Connecting Museums and Communities East and West. The 

purpose of iShare is to give these two indigenous 

communities greater access to CUMNH and NTM collections 

and to provide the Paiwan and the Navajo with ways to 

disseminate their own tangible and intangible culture 

among community members, museums, and the public. We 

discuss how iShare seeks to decolonize museum practice by 

placing control of cultural knowledge back into indigenous 

hands. 

 

Celebrating iShare Partner Accomplishments 

 

Hsiu-Lin was 

recently 

promoted to 

curator and head 

of the Paiwan 

Cultural Center. 
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Anecdotes and Stories – U.S. 

March International Visit 
 

 

Rena Martin pointing out archaeological  

sites at Canyon de Chelley to  

Fumei, Hsiu Lin, and translator Tom Brett. 
Photo by Jen Shannon 

Discussing the technical aspects of  

the iShare Web Application at the CUMNH. 
Photo captured by digital video camera 

Entering the Navajo Nation reservation  

near Four Corners National Monument. 
Photo by Kendall Tallmadge 

iShare Business Meetings 

The bulk of our meetings took place in Boulder, CO, at 

the University of Colorado Museum of Natural History on 

Tuesday (3/8) and Wednesday (3/9). In attendance 

were iShare representatives from each of the four 

partnering institutions, two new student translators, and 

our IT staff from Canada. The group worked hard over 

the course of two days sharing their concerns about the 

technical aspects of the project and working towards a 

shared vision of the final layout for both the private web 

application and the public website. After the rest of the 

group departed for the Navajo Nation land tour, the 

Nicholas and Ryan, our IT consultants, continued to 

work with CUMNH collections manager and CU IT staff 

to discuss security issues and ways of uploading CUMNH 

database information to the iShare web application. 

Navajoland Tour 

Riding together in a 14-passenger, government-issued 

vehicle for four days should be more than enough to 

facilitate close relationships. Add to the mix two 

exuberant undergraduate student translators and a 

breathtaking tour of Navajoland, and you have the 

perfect set-up for cultural exchanges between our 

Navajo and Paiwan partners.  

Our tour of Navajo country, organized by Clarenda 

Begay and Rena Martin, included a taste of traditional 

Navajo cuisine, stories and history of the Navajo and the 

land, and visits to culturally-important landscapes, 

historic trading posts, and Navajo communities.  We 

also visited a Churro sheep camp where we learned 

about the importance of sheep and weaving to Navajo 

life from Navajo sheep-herder and weaver Roy Kady. 

To give you the briefest idea of the places visit, here is a general 

overview of the tour: 

 Friday (3/11) – Shiprock community tour/rock formation & 

Traditional Navajo Dinner hosted by Karen and Tim Benally 

 Saturday (3/12) – Four Corners National Monument, Roy Kady’s 

Sheep Camp/Weaving Workshop, & Monument Valley 

 Sunday (3/13) – Canyon de Chelley & Navajo Nation Museum 

The end of our March visit left us feeling not only more 

informed about Navajo life, but also more unified as a 

group. As we became more informal with one another 

throughout our travels, it became easier to talk about 

our goals and hopes for iShare and to begin planning 

the content for the websites and teaching kits. 
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From our National Taiwan Partners, a description of the 

recent storytelling workshop in Laiyi: 

 

Singing is the most natural way to communicate in 

Piawan culture. In the past, people sang in turn, as in 

dialogue.  One of the courses in our workshop was to 

learn how to collect folksongs and write down Paiwan 

lyrics.   

 

―Mayamaya azua, niaken azua, ku sinipatjiumung 

anga‖ (Paiwan pronunciation) is the first sentence of 

most Paiwan songs. It is asking someone to listen to her 

or his singing.  Traditional songs have similar melodies 

and singers add their own new lyrics to tell what they 

want to say.  Before the end of one person’s singing, the 

next person takes the opportunity to match their tempo 

and then adds their own contribution to the dialogue.   

 

After students learned the melody and the rules, the 

instructor, Mr. Bula Liao, sang several classical love 

songs and asked students to write down the lyrics. The 

beautiful melodies and their fun and romantic lyrics 

attracted the students’ attention immediately. They 

enjoyed those songs so much that they began to sing in 

return.  In that afternoon, you could hear ―mayamaya 

azua, niaken azua,…‖ with their beautiful voices here 

and there.  It was really touching and romantic.  

 

Along with an introduction to the ―iShare project and 

international partnership‖ and a Q&A session at the 

end, the courses provided by the workshop included: 

 

 ―Telling stories with images- Maljeveq (a days-

long Paiwan cultural ceremony that occurs 

every five years),‖ by  journalist/reporter 
巴勒祿戈‧ 卡甲日班 

 

 ―Practices: How to collect oral history,‖ by NTM 

staff member Yi Chiung Yang 

 

 ―Fied Work: Collecting Our Culture and History,‖ 

by PCC staff member Wen-Shan Chen 

 

 ―Paiwan’s Folk music‖ by Association of 

Paiwan’s Culture and Education staff member 

Buka Liao 

 

 ―Practices- Maljeveq,‖ by Association of 

Paiwan’s Culture and Education staff member 

Buka Liao 

 

 ―Spelling our Language,‖ by Show-Ling Lin 

 

Anecdotes and Stories – Paiwan 

iShare Workshops 

 
 

Students just could not stop singing after class!  
Photo by NTM staff. 

 

Students practicing uploading images to 

the iShare web application. 
Photo by NTM staff. 

The workshop at Paiwan Cultural Center.   
Photo by NTM staff. 

 
Workshop participants 

Photo by NTM staff. 
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Communications 

The Laiyi iShare workshop began with drinking from the 

now familiar twin cups, and was filmed by local news.   
Photo by NTM staff. 

Fu-Mei with reporter Cindy Yurth from the Navajo Times 

newspaper.  Ms. Yurth accompanied the iShare group to 

Canyon de Chelly, interviewing project partners in the 

van and while walking around as a follow up to an 

earlier article she wrote about the project.  
Photo provided by CUMNH. 

Traditional and Social Media 
 

 On March 3, 2011 the Navajo Times published ―Native Taiwanese, Diné to collaborate on 

online museum‖ by Cindy Yurth in advance of the iShare visit to Navajoland. 

 

 The photo of Clarenda and Michelle under the Taiwan Indigenous Peoples Culture Park sign 

(see previous Quarterly Report) was featured in the Gallup, NM community magazine Journey 

in its January 2011 arts edition. 

 

 The Council of Cultural Affairs and Council of Indigenous Peoples have reports on this project 

and the US visit to Taiwan last December on their websites: 

  http://www.cca.gov.tw/artnews.do?method=findById&id=1222852532705  

http://www.ims.org.tw/template/news_c.php?id=105. 

 

 Taiwan Indigenous TV reported the NTM workshop at the Paiwan Cultural Center in its nightly 

news:  http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=77290 

 Taiwan Indigenous TV reported the US visit to Taiwan last December and made it a series on its 

media platform:   http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72443 

http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72443 

http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72474 

http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72478 
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=77672 

 

 The Taiwan Indigenous TV program also reported the NTM iShare workshop in Laiyi and 

uploaded the film as part of its People Post- Taiwan Citizen Journalism Platform:  

http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=77290. 

 

 Kendall’s Society for Applied Anthropology award brought wider recognition of the project at 

the online SfAA website:  http://www.sfaa.net/deljones/deljoneswinner11.html 

 

 CUMNH has mailed letters to each of the Colorado Congress members – Senators Bennet and 

Udall, and Representatives Polis and Heath – that include an update about the iShare project 

and an invitation to the symposium. 

 

http://www.cca.gov.tw/artnews.do?method=findById&id=1222852532705
http://www.ims.org.tw/template/news_c.php?id=105
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=77290
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72443
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72443
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72474
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=72478
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=77672
http://www.peopo.org/portal.php?op=viewPost&articleId=77290
http://www.sfaa.net/deljones/deljoneswinner11.html
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Outcomes Based Evaluation 
 

Outcomes Reached to Date 
Prepared by Kendall Tallmadge, CU graduate student  

 
Outcome #1: Indigenous communities in the US and Taiwan will develop a broader 

knowledge about and understanding of one another’s cultures. 
 

 Outcome #1 remains ongoing. This past trip in March included a Navajo Nation land tour 

to educate the Paiwan and Taiwan guests about Navajo culture.  Among many of the 

informal educational experiences captured on video camera was a clip of Clarenda 

Begay (Navajo) and Hsiu Lin Kao (Paiwan) at the Toh-Atin Gallery in Durango, CO, talking 

about traditional weaving techniques with the help of translator Max Anderson. Both 

indigenous partners have now had the opportunity to travel to the other’s community, 

learn about some of their culture, and try their traditional foods. 

 

 

Outcome #2: Indigenous communities have an increased sense of ownership of 

culturally-affiliated objects and intellectual property in their local museums. 
 

 Rena Martin from the Navajo Nation and Hsiu Lin Kao from the Paiwan community were 

the newest members to join the iShare team. Prior to the visit, Clarenda Begay sent a list of 

Navajo items housed at the CUMNH to be pulled for viewing in-between business 

meetings. Upon viewing the items, Clarenda and Rena both added their own personal 

knowledge about these items (dresses, sashes, basketry, concho belts, and blankets) to 

share with the group. This entire exchange was recorded on video to be uploaded later 

to the iShare web application. 

 

 Provided by our NTM partners: below is a description of challenges and solutions to 

providing Paiwan community members with access to culturally-affiliated objects in their 

community: 

 

o Challenge: The Paiwan Cultural Center does not have its own collections. In order 

to digitalize objects, our partners need to have access to people’s homes and to 

obtain private collectors’ permission in advance.  In addition, some of the objects 

are still in use or must be photographed in their original locations which makes 

photographing more difficult.   The other challenge is that most of our young 

students have forgotten or never learned the Paiwanese language.  If an object 

belongs to a senior or when students want to collect oral history from the elder, 

students might have trouble communicating with individuals who only speak 

Paiwanese. 

 

o Solution: We provided a course about copyrights, Paiwanese spellings, tangible 

and intangible collections, and technical skills of photographing and filming in our 

2-day workshop.  Although we had a spelling course to teach students how to pick 

up the Paiwan pronunciation quickly, it is still need time for students to learn.  

Therefore, we ask our students to work as a team including at least one team 

member who can speak Paiwanese.  
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Outcome #3: Indigenous communities will increase 

their knowledge of and competency with online tools 

for preserving tangible and intangible culture. 
 

 Outcome #3 is now in the works. The National 

Taiwan Museum recently held a workshop for the 

Paiwan on how to use the iShare web 

application. The CUMNH is now preparing a 

similar iShare workshop for the Navajo Nation. 

 

 

Outcome #5: University students will gain practical 

experience collaborating with source communities. 
 

 The iShare team recently added two new 

undergraduate students to the project, Max 

Anderson and Tom Brett, who acted as translators 

during the March international visit.  

 

 

 

 

 

Projected Travel for the Remainder of the Grant 
 

The next international trip is tentatively scheduled to be to Taiwan from June 6-13 2011.   

 

International Meeting 

 

The 3rd international visit will be to the Paiwan tribes, one in Laiyi and one in Taitung.  

These are two main areas in which the Paiwan live.  Local guides (Paiwan elders) will 

take us to see several historical sites and visit craftsmen’s workshops.  

 Travelers to Taiwan:  

2 CUMNH staff members (Jen Shannon and Jim Hakala)  

2 NNM liaisons (Clarenda Beay and Rena Martin) 

Graduate student (Kendall Tallmadge) 

Possible participation by undergraduate translators (Tom Brett and Max 

Anderson) 

 

 

Museum-Indigenous Partner Meetings 

 Taiwan : 3rd international meeting. 

 US :  May 9-14, 2011.  Kendall and Jen will travel to the Navajo Nation Museum. 

  

 

We just wanted to say how 

beneficial we thought this whole 

project is for experience as 

undergraduate translators.  

 

It was very difficult at times for both 

of us, but it all seemed to work out. 

We also learned a lot about both 

Navajo and Paiwanese culture while 

facilitating conversation between 

the members of both communities.  

 

In this sense, cross-cultural exchange 

between us as translators and the 

members of the communities we 

visited was a key part of our 

experience.  

 

 - Max and Tom 
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Next Steps 
 

Everyone 

 

 Begin work on teaching kits: Identify curriculum connections; talk with teachers 

(front end evaluation); establish goals; identify and develop themes; select 

objects, photos, videos, and graphics; begin work on design/format of overall kits 

 Begin work on public website: Establish goals; develop themes; work on site 

design; prepare iShare items for public access  

 

University of Colorado Museum of Natural History 

 

 Coordinate trip to Navajo Nation 

 Begin development of teaching kits with Navajo Nation partners 

 Continuing digitizing collection and uploading to iShare, now with the help of 

museum studies graduate student Irina Fartushnikova and newly hired registrar 

Stephanie Skiles, whose work will focus specifically on digitization and 

consolidating documentation of the CUMNH Navajo collection 

 

Navajo Nation Museum  

 

 Organize iShare workshop for May 

 Begin selecting items for teaching kits 

 

National Taiwan Museum 

 

 Prepare for international trip partners’ visit in June 

 Continuing digitizing collection and uploading to iShare 

 Begin development of teaching kits with Paiwan partners 
 Plans are underway to invite Paiwan seniors from Laiyi to visit the Paiwan 

collection in the museum that was collected during the Japanese colonization 

period so they may correct the descriptions of objects and provide stories 

associated with them. 

 

Paiwan Cultural Center 

 

 Prepare for international trip partners’ visit in June 

 Begin selecting items for teaching kits 

 Upload materials from February iShare workshop 

 

IT Consultants 

 

 Add ―International Trips‖ menu item to iShare 

 Continue to work with CUMNH and NTM to be able to uploade to iShare 

catalogue and collection images through automatic upload or exported files  

 Begin developing the ―home page‖ and tag cloud search for iShare home page 

 Begin working with Taiwan partners on public website design 

 Begin to gather public website materials from partners, including introductory 

text, map, themes and content 


